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the problem with angry birds is the crappy control scheme. the bird is about as adept at controlled flight as a turtle is at swimming. while you can aim the bird and control its flight, targeting and shooting the bird is pretty tedious. if the gameplay is engaging, what keeps you from getting bored is the sound effects. to make up for the lack of control, the developers of angry birds have relied on the cuteness of the birds and the piggies and the weird and often funny jokes they make. the mission objective is to knock down the pigs and their blocky castle. the blocks go up or down in a few seconds, which means you have to keep an eye on when the blocks are about to fall. players can also earn

feathers by hitting the pigs and they can drop them to boost the birds power. you can also pass go or collect a money bag by landing on a green target block in the game. buttons on the sides of the bird will allow you to tilt the platform so you can walk on it and move platforms up and down. players have to be aware of obstacles between them and the various castles. when you get to piggy island, look for a group of blocks called a level that you have to destroy to get at a spiked egg. once you reach the egg, it will launch your birds, causing them to try to push the block to the ground. once your bird is low enough, use the move button to pull your bird toward the block. if you get the egg
placement right, you will knock the block down and release your bird to push it back to the ground. if you miss, youll have to start all over again. as you progress through each level, youll have to make more accurate guesses of where to place your bird.
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